SELECTED REFERENCES ON SOUTHWESTERN
NATIVE AMERICAN POTTERY


________. *The Pottery of San Ildefonso Pueblo*. University of New Mexico Press, 1970. (Describes the tradition and production of a distinctive form of Southwestern pottery).


Exposition of Indian Tribal Arts. *Introduction to American Indian Art*. Exposition of Indian Tribal Arts, 1931. (Articles cover a broad range of North American Indian arts with a good introduction to pottery techniques and design)

Field, Clark. *Indian Pottery of the Southwest, Post Spanish Period*. Clark Field Collection. Philbrook Art Center, 1958. (This exhibit catalog covers the development of pottery styles)


Fontana, B.L. *Papago Indian Pottery*. University of Washington Press, 1962. (A classic work)


Harlow, Francis H., and John V. Young. *Contemporary Pueblo Indian Pottery*. Museum of New Mexico Press, 1972. (A noted authority describes a variety of Southwestern pottery traditions)


Sevæ Families in Pueblo Pottery. Maxwell Museum of Anthropology, The Univ. of New Mexico, 1974. (Focuses on the Pueblo pottery color and style traditions. Includes information on Maria Martinez of the San Idlefanzo Pueblo.)
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